Permission for Student RIDING with another Student or Parent to and/or from a School-Sanctioned Event

(including all Grace Prep-sanctioned athletics games or practices)

Students who ride with another student or parent to and/or from a school-sanctioned event must do so only with permission of both his or her parent and the parent of the student driving. Grace Preparatory Academy is not liable and is indemnified of any responsibility in this situation if an accident were to occur. An individual’s personal vehicle insurance policy will be primarily responsible for any and all damages or losses incurred. Grace Prep’s insurance covers the school-rented (or owned) vehicles that are driven by a licensed and insured driver employed by the school, to a designated event or function.

I have read the above statement and understand that Grace Preparatory Academy cannot be held liable and cannot be sued if any accident were to occur while my child is riding as a passenger with a fellow student, or parent of a fellow student, or with any driver driving a vehicle that is not owned, operated, and covered by the school’s insurance policies.

_______________________________________________  __________________________
Signature of Parent                               Date

_______________________________________________
Name of student